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Abstract

For several decades, the main elements of the educational triangle of higher education in Morocco: the teacher, the learner and the knowledge very marginally profited from information and communication technologies (ICT). But with the explosion of the learning management systems as Moodle, platforms of electronic learning such as MOOC (Massive Open Online Courses) and the appearance of the new mobile devices as smartphones and tablets, the process of initial training in the Moroccan universities changed a lot and in-depth.

This article presents the experience of implementation of an integration process of distance learning platforms such as MOOCs in programs of initial trainings of a big private structure of higher education in Morocco for the benefit of 2000 students, distributed on eight training centers and supervised by approximately 250 teachers.

The paper will handle the general concept of the issue problem, the modelling and the implementation of the process of integration, the motivation mechanisms of the teachers and the learners to pursue them during the phase of the change, the control system and the follow-up of the feasibility by the P3M (Principal Permanent Professor MOOC), conditions of use (isolated or collaborative), as well as the proposal of a hybrid evaluation system.

The paper presents the advantages, interests and saving (time and costs) generated from this experience, as well as the moral and material values created through the integration of this process in trainings within the university group under question and in particular the increase of the success rate of the students.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Today, the success of MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) is not limited only to their openness to all heterogeneous learners, but also in their integration into the curricula of initial training in higher educational institutions. In the latter case, it is a very different situation of the opening to the public because it is no more about free learners (often industrial professionals), but it is rather students groups following their mandatory courses as part of their initial degree training curriculum. In case of requirement of these parallel training as part of initial training, we will analyze the situation in a double: the rate of satisfaction of learners and teachers in the use of MOOCs and success rate in the achievement of the aimed objectives.

In this article, we present the experience of implementing an integration process of distance learning platforms MOOCs into the curricula of initial training of a large private higher education structure for the benefit of 2000 students spread over eight training centers and supervised by about 250 teachers.

In the first part, we recall the general context of the research, and then we describe the process of integrating MOOC in initial training courses in the higher education group. We then present the motivation mechanisms for learners and teachers, and try to introduce a System of assessment and traceability of learners in MOOC as well as a dual assessment system. Finally, we present the benefits, interest and savings derived through the use of this educational approach.
2 GENERAL RESEARCH CONTEXT

The general context of our research is about the experience of implementing a process of integration of distance learning platforms in initial training curriculum of a private higher education group in Morocco. Since its creation in 1981, the group uses a policy of excellence enabling it to rise to the top ranks of private higher Moroccan engineering and management schools distinguishing itself by the quality of the training of its graduates, its close ties with business partners, its dense network of former graduates and its influence both nationally and internationally.

Today in figures, the group consists of:

- Eight training centers nationwide, three centers in Casablanca, one in Rabat, one in Marrakech, a one in Fez, a one in Eljadida and one in Settat.
- Thirty-five years of experience in the field of Moroccan private higher education.
- Over 250 permanent teachers and individual contractors.
- More than twenty outsourced training in alternation with French partner universities (UBS southern Brittany, Lorraine, Rennes, Perpignan, Tours, Lyon 1, Upper Alsace, INSA Lyon).
- Over ten thousand winners in the job market.
- More than students from more than 20 countries.
- More than ten higher education courses accredited by the state.
- Several certificates prepared by the students of the group, such as CISCO\textsuperscript{1} Certified IT PEARSON VUE\textsuperscript{2}.

Since the creation of the group and along several years, all initial, continuous and outsourced foreign universities are held-face-to-face. But today it has chosen to follow the following trends:

- Integration of distance learning platforms open to all the public as MOOCs.
- Use of digital content management e-learning platforms as Moodle.
- Application of the set of the Higher Education Ministry which states, for new processes of accreditation, integration, in all courses, of distance learning via a MOOCs or LMS (Learning Management Systems) to diversify the style of training.
- Monitoring the experience of launching the first MOOC platform by the University Hassan II in Casablanca in January 2015\textsuperscript{5}.

According to the above trends, our group is obliged to integrate MOOCs in the initial training course as an experience based on a precise specification to enhance its classical traditional face-to-face system and achieve other specific objectives related to the quality of training, such as:

- Heavy use of information and communication technologies in the field of education (ICTE).
- Alignment of group trends and innovation of information and communication technologies ICT in education systems.
- Opening internationally to improve its levels of learners.
- Interaction of the group’s students with students from around the world via discussion forums of MOOC.
- Interaction of the group’s teachers with their students and with teachers and learners around the world to enrich their experiences in teaching.
- Learners build their knowledge by themselves without the presence of his teacher.

\textsuperscript{1} https://www.netacad.com
\textsuperscript{2} http://home.pearsonvue.com
But beyond this observation, we set the following methodological issues:

- How to motivate students to use MOOC in their learning?
- How to motivate teachers to use MOOCs to complement their teaching materials?
- What MOOC to be used for a given level in the course of initial training? And why?
- How do teachers assess learners during using MOOC?

3 MODELING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INTEGRATION MOOC PROCESS

3.1 Presentation of the traditional curriculum of initial training of the group

The initial training curriculum of the group are conducted in face-to-face and for five years of study, both for engineering (Figure 1) and for management (Figure 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>5th year</th>
<th>4th year</th>
<th>3rd year</th>
<th>2nd year</th>
<th>1st year</th>
<th>Cursus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>Degree from the IGA engineering school Possibility of double diploma Master of French university partners</td>
<td>Degree from the IGA engineering school Possibility of double diploma Master of French university partners</td>
<td>Undergraduate degree of the IGA Possibility of double diploma of French partner universities licenses</td>
<td>Project and internship application in business</td>
<td>Project and internship application in business</td>
<td>Scientific or technical baccalaureate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma engineer or master</td>
<td>Diploma engineer or master</td>
<td>Undergraduate degree of the IGA Possibility of double diploma of French partner universities licenses</td>
<td>Project and internship application in business</td>
<td>Project and internship application in business</td>
<td>Scientific or technical baccalaureate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project engineer and company internship</td>
<td>Project engineer and company internship</td>
<td>Project and internship application in business</td>
<td>Project and internship application in business</td>
<td>Project and internship application in business</td>
<td>Scientific or technical baccalaureate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Computer Science Methods Applied to Business Management</td>
<td>Computer Science Methods Applied to Business Management</td>
<td>Computer systems engineering</td>
<td>Computer and electronic engineering systems</td>
<td>Computer and electronic engineering systems</td>
<td>Scientific or technical baccalaureate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Network engineering and security systems</td>
<td>Network engineering and security systems</td>
<td>Electronic systems engineering</td>
<td>Electronic systems engineering</td>
<td>Electronic systems engineering</td>
<td>Scientific or technical baccalaureate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automated systems engineering and quality control</td>
<td>Automated systems engineering and quality control</td>
<td>Automated systems engineering and quality control</td>
<td>Automated systems engineering and quality control</td>
<td>Automated systems engineering and quality control</td>
<td>Scientific or technical baccalaureate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telecom Engineering embedded systems and networks</td>
<td>Telecom Engineering embedded systems and networks</td>
<td>Telecom Engineering embedded systems and networks</td>
<td>Telecom Engineering embedded systems and networks</td>
<td>Telecom Engineering embedded systems and networks</td>
<td>Scientific or technical baccalaureate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineering schools in France or French universities</td>
<td>Engineering schools in France or French universities</td>
<td>Engineering schools in France or French universities</td>
<td>Engineering schools in France or French universities</td>
<td>Engineering schools in France or French universities</td>
<td>Scientific or technical baccalaureate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Traditional initial training Curriculum: Engineering
In general, and in both cases, the initial training courses in engineering courses and those of business management, the first two years are considered preparatory years in which, students follow a general and versatile training. From the third year, students choose a specialization, fourth, and fifth year, they choose again a second greater specialization.

### 3.2 Modeling and implementation of the integration MOOC process

To improve the initial training curriculum in our group and align its educational system to current trends in international educational systems as in the case of micro master, experience launched by the USA [2][10]. Integrating of information and communication technologies (ICT) in its education system, we propose a hybrid teaching process [9], a part of it consists of face-to-face training and another part of it is distance learning through the world-famous e-learning platforms such as ABC MOOC Project Management [22], Coursera, EdX, FUN, Udacity, Khan academy and OpenClassroom.

According to the programs of initial training courses, the blended learning process (set of hybrid training) must be adapted to different levels of options and pathways, and must meet specific requirements in education for the group. For this reason, we have applied the hybrid teaching process at each level of initial training for each sector after discussions with the group managers, and from our experience as trainers of ICT for more than fifteen years.
Table 1: The integration process of MOOC for each level of initial training of the two streams in question.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curriculum of Engineering</th>
<th>MOOC</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Curriculum of management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open Classroom, FUN, EdX, Coursera, Udacit, ABC Project Management, Khan academy</td>
<td>5th year</td>
<td>Degree from the EA engineering school, Possibility of double diploma Master of French university partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open Classroom, FUN, EdX</td>
<td>3rd year</td>
<td>Information Systems, Finance and Control, Information System Marketing and Trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No MOOC, formation face-to-face 100%</td>
<td>1st and 2nd year</td>
<td>Information Systems, Finance and Control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 presents our proposed process for integrating MOOC at each level of initial training curricula of both engineering and management. And for each level, we have proposed MOOC according to their degrees of difficulties and their educational content.

3.3 Justification

From Table 1, the first two years of initial training courses are face-to-face about 100%, as learners, arrive very young, without experience and without autonomy, just after obtaining their bachelor's degrees to integrate higher studies. They have many gaps as for the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). These two years are considered preparatory base years in which they need are 100% face-to-face supervising. So we will not integrate MOOC along the first year of training.

From the third year, we have proposed the integration of MOOC as Open classroom, FUN and EdX with a rate of about 25%, and the rest of the training is face-to-face. The MOOCs proposed at this intermediate level offer courses to the public of all levels beginner, intermediate and advanced. The MOOCs are xMOOC (MOOC transmissive) [12], that is to say, they have the same educational approaches that the traditional face-to-face system has and their educational content are composed of videos, documents, work directed to quiz and practical workshops.

OpenClassroom is a distance-learning platform, which offers courses to students in the form of step-by-step tutorials, web oriented, general computer and business management modules. It is the European leader in the MOOC sector.

EdX: MOOC is an open source, which provides learners with training modules for beginners, intermediate and advanced, and most of the courses are in English. The course modules are in the form of videos, Word documents, PDF and PowerPoint. It is a US platform and its partners are the most prestigious universities in the world such as MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), Harvard University and University of California Berkeley [11].

FUN: is a French MOOC platform, which offers courses with the same principle as EdX, It is technically supported by the open source, open EdX platform and supported by Google since September 2013 [6].

For the fourth year levels of training courses within our group, we have proposed the same MOOC platforms used in the third year, plus two other platforms ABC Project Management and Khan...
Academy with a rate of about 50%. This choice is motivated by the fact that at the fourth year, all options and fields of study have a first training module about project management. We think that the best MOOC platform suitable for this module is the MOOC ABC project management, which is animated by the best teachers of the school and the center of Lille supervised by Professor Rémi Bachelet [20]. The second introduced module, concerning mathematics, statistics, and operations research and optimization techniques. We found that the MOOC Khan Academy specializes in preparing learners for mathematics exams, is the most suitable for this training module.

For the fifth year level of all fields of study and options, we have increasingly proposed, Coursera and Udacity MOOC, increasing the utilization rate to about 75%. As students have achieved a high level of maturity in distance learning. In addition, our group offers its students to follow the initial training courses during the day or evening. Learners at this level don't need a direct supervision by teachers except by a rate of 25% in training. Among the benefits that one can also cite the MOOC digital content that is richer and includes advanced modules and adapted at this level such as: business intelligence, business games, advanced databases, pricing policy, product politics, CRM, etc. [7].

4 LEARNERS AND TEACHERS MOTIVATION MECHANISMS

In our approach, we invite teachers to attend periodic and ongoing training organized by our group on MOOCs platforms [1]. And through these continuous training, teachers will have the opportunity to interact with teachers from around the world to [14], share their experiences with other teachers, enrich their educational content for digital content shared with teachers of the best schools and university in the world such as MIT, Harvard University, Stanford. And to use the digital content made available by MOOCs as MOOC ABC Project Management works of to hand in Rémi Bachelet [19] providing content as a PDF, doc, video, quizzes, and work to make.

As for teachers of our group who are aligned to this new approach to teaching, they have to respect the clauses of periodic continuous training offered by the group on the one hand. Also to explain and share the great benefits of MOOCs platforms of profiles' learners, and accompany learners throughout the period of a programmed module on the MOOC.

Note also that there are other motivational projects for teachers on information and communications technologies (ICT) for education, set up by government departments as INJAZ [3] LAWHATI [4], mainstreaming of ICT [13] and MARWAN [16].

The MOOCs platforms provide learners with supporting documents at the end of the online training. These documents are certificates, certificates of participation or badges, which motivate learners to take courses on MOOCs hoping to also, improve the quality and content of their CVs [21].

We have also proposed to our group, in the motivational part of learners on the use of MOOCs, and as part of quality control, communication and marketing to distribute to learners tablets or mini netbooks with a broadband connection. With this motivation, the group will have more students in the coming years and may include costs incurred in the purchase of such equipment and included in student registration fees [17].

5 TRACKING CONTROL SYSTEM OF LEARNER TRAINING.

Our group has established a teacher-based P3M (Principal Permanent Professor MOOC) having as a role to control MOOCs responsible teacher of each level of the curriculum. That are the items checked are: the interactions between learner-learner, learner-teacher and teacher-teacher, the online courses continuity monitoring and management of locks and problems of MOOCs.

In our educational approach and in this control and traceability system for teachers and learners, we offer the mapping presented in Figure 3.
In this control approach, we propose the following approach as motivation for the successful integration of MOOCs in initial training curriculum of our group.

- Each P3M teacher is responsible for monitoring the works of supervising of one or more teachers per MOOC platform and level.
- Each teacher is assigned to a MOOC platform, according to his/her specialty and population (same level of several centers), and responsible for overseeing the public and is supervised by a P3M.
- Each teacher is responsible for controlling all interactions learners together, and the interactions of learners in quizzes, multiple choice and work to hand in.
- End of the semester, teachers are to prepare a report to be given to P3M to assess learners according traceability interactions carried out and according to a dual assessment system we are proposing in the next paragraph.

6 HYBRID EVALUATION SYSTEM

The current MOOC platforms tend to integrate online assessment activity of a large number of learners at the same time. The question that is always asked is, whether or not a learner should be assessed after training made on a MOOC. And if so, why should he/she be assessed? And what is the right way to get a better assessment and verify the validity of this distance assessment?

We should evaluate to educate learners about the importance of the use of MOOC, and to help them validate their achievements and therefore advance in their training. But the big problem is that we are in a logic of self-study and individual work which could lead to cheating or plagiarism which may distort the expected assessment.

There are several ways to assess learners online like automatic assessment, peer assessment and self-assessment [15].

We can note several ongoing research on the integration of online learner's evaluation activities, such as the work launched by the designers of the EDX MOOC platform hosted by MIT and Harvard University, and fifteen other world universities. These designers have announced the creation of an automatic correction software short answer to questionnaires, tests, homework, essays and critical analyzes [8].

In our approach, we consider that the online assessment is not sufficient, that is why we offer a hybrid evaluation system hoping for the success of the experience of in integrating MOOCs in initial training courses of our group. This can be described as follows:

- Following courses on the MOOC platforms’.
- Tracking and tracing the interactions and works of learners by their teachers on MOOCs.
• Quizzes, multiple choice answers (MCA) and works to hand in by learners via automatic evaluation platform MOOC.
• Reception for validation of MOOC supporting documents such as certificates, badges or certificates of participation in the chapters of the course.
• Back in class to take face-to-face exams, monitored by a conventional evaluation by the teacher or the teaching team.

These points lead us to propose a final assessment on the following criteria:

Final mark = Average (face-to-face exam + learners traceability + supporting documents).
Learners traceability = Average (Quiz mark + MCA mark + peers mark)
Peers mark = an evaluation mark given by learners to each other [15].
Supporting documents = MOOC certificate or badge or certificate of participation

7 EARNINGS, BENEFITS AND SAVINGS DERIVED BY THE GROUP USING THIS APPROACH

The teaching model and the hybrid evaluation process of learners that we have proposed had many benefits, interest and produced a lot of savings for our group, and had a big positive impact on all learners, teachers and the teaching staff (see table 2).

Table 2: Advantages, interest and savings from using the new hybrid-teaching model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Interests</th>
<th>Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Openness of learners and diversification of information resources.</td>
<td>- Learners enjoy the best digital educational content.</td>
<td>- More free space in the premises of the group, the fact that students learn online, at home or in groups in public spaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Learners can benefit from the experiences of other learners in the world.</td>
<td>- Learners work in groups and in better conditions according to programmed time slots on MOOCs.</td>
<td>- Teaching teams relieved and simply guide learners at weekly meetings to meet specific needs of learners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Teachers can improve their teaching methods, their educational content and experiences.</td>
<td>- Learners construct their knowledge themselves.</td>
<td>- The foreign teachers should travel less which would.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Relieve the teaching team through the automatic feedback, through self-assessment and peer review.</td>
<td>- Teachers take advantage of periodic and ongoing training on MOOC organized by our group.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Through this contribution, we were able to show the experience of a private university group in Morocco in the establishment of a new hybrid learning process that responded to very specific needs.

The integration of the approaches we have proposed in this article and which is primarily based on hybrid teaching process, the hybrid evaluation system [23], the motivation of learners and teachers had much impact on this group and generate many benefits, interests and tangible and intangible savings. However, this approach is limited to local initial training curriculum of the group without having the opportunity to expand it to other continuing education³, and outsourced training in collaboration with French universities.

In order to minimize travels for teachers of French universities partners of the group, requiring, usually a very complicated logistics to find suitable time slots for both sides to schedule courses, it is desirable

³ Blog : http://www.lemonde.fr/moocs-docs/article/2015/05/05formation-continue-les-mooc-font-leur-timide-revolution_4627894_4468700.html
and beneficial for partners to apply our approach to training and assessment and allow learners to follow distance learning and online through MOOCs [18].
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